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IMPORTANT N OTE

Included within the text are comments regarding market positions taken while the book

was being written. These refer to real - time trades made while writing and editing the

dr aft of th is book, trades made specifically to demonstrate the laws being explaine d.

These trading comments are preceded by 3 asterisks (***) and distinguished from the

general text by appearing in  italics  with underlining . These comments are an integral

part of this book.

We have added a section to the end of Chapter 5 called “ UPDAT ES FOR 2010 - REAL-TIME

FORECASTS & TRADES”, which contains a more detailed analysis of some of the more

interesting trades, demonstrating, in detail, how I made those forecasts and why I took

my positions in the markets, using the techniques presented in this course. Also

contained at the end of Chapter 5 is an update of the market for 2010, extending the

material presented in this book through the current year, beyond my initial writing that

was completed at the end of 2009. I have given an explanation of the significant

reversals in the market through this time period, showing both price and time

correlations for each trade.
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PUBLISHER ’S PREFACE

The Institute of CosmoEconomics is very pleased to release this insightful new work

unraveling one of the most intriguing, yet least understood and properly applied

principles of the great W. D. Gann, Planetary Price Lines . Many people have

experimented with this technique, and a number of software programs have functions

which produce variations on this application, yet few have been able to maximize the

potential of this powerful tool, due to a lack of a proper conversion factor which allows

these Key natural forces to be usefully plotted on modern day charts with their

extend ed price scales. Gann never spoke in detail about this technique, and the few

references we have to it appear only on some of his most complex and messy charts,

having to be deciphered and reverse engineered by the astute Gann analyst in order to

determine what he was actually doing. Unfortunately, these attempts have rarely

provided a fully functional tool for modern traders, because there is a missing Key ,

without which one becomes overwhelmed with too much indecipherable information.

Daniele Prandelli is a young and dedicated market researcher and trader, whom I have

known for eight years, since he first acquired some Baumring materials on Gann

analysis from us. He is an excellent example of the new generation o f Gann analysts,

who look to their elder researchers for direction, while simultaneously approaching the

subject with an open mind, ready to discover a different approach when the materials

presented to them do not provide them with the practical tools the y need to become

successful traders. The insights provided in this course are not merely theoretical, but

have been time - tes ted and proven in the markets for some years now, being

documented o n a n Online Blog that Daniele has published for his Italian cli ents.
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This course has been some time in the making, for we were presented with a particular

challenge in its preparation, that being that Daniele’s primary language is Italian . I n

order for him to create this work with the clarity it demand ed , he needed t o write it in

his mother tongue, leaving us to properly translate and interpret it for our English

reading clientele. With a complex technical work such as this, the difficulty of this

effort was more than we expected, so we were delayed over 9 months by the ongoing

process of translation and clarification of every detail in a fully comprehensible manner.

I would like to thank two people who provided essential assistance with this process.

First, my sister, Susannah Stewart, who, though fluent in Italian , was unfamiliar with

the technical market terminology or principles, but who worked closely with Daniele

for many months to translate and accurately present the technical discussions which she

understood little about. Secondly, I would like to thank Lee Stein, an old friend and

fellow Baumring student, who then worked to edit my sister’s translation into a clearly

readable, and conceptually accurate presentation of Daniele’s ideas, double checking all

of the technical calculations, and clarifying the conversion factors so that there would be

no misunderstanding as to how to apply them in any market. Without their help, this

course would have taken longer and bee n more difficult to produce.

There are a few points which I would like to clarify regarding layout of the material in

this course. Since the initial manuscript was completed near the end of 2009, the

examples in the core text ended with charts from last year, and many of the real - time

examples are from some time back. Over the last 9 months , I asked Daniele to update

these examples and provide me with further demonstrations of his trades along with

the details of the analysis behind them. There was also a general reorganization of the

text to present the material in the most logical sequence possible, including the addition
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of a few new chapters to further elaborate the process of determining the conversion

factors, and to extend the demonstrations in to a variety of markets. The result of these

ad ditions is that some of the real - time trading examples at the beginning of the book are

newer than those later on, so might seem out of sequence, which I why I am clarif ying

this point at the outset.

We have al so included updates of the S&P 500 charts elaborating the principles up

through July of 2010, which we have now inserted at the end of Chapter 5, MERGING

PLANETARY PRICE & PLANETARY TIME, in the last section UPDATES FOR 2010 - REAL-TIME

FORECASTS & TRADES, w here the integration of the Price and Time techniques presented

in the course are developed to their fullest extent . The real - time trading examples in

this section were initially presented on his Online Blog, but without the explanations of

the principl es behind the trades. We have removed the real - time formatting that we

used in other sections (with  ***italics and underlining ) in order to make the text more

readable, but these trade indications were truly done in real - time , published online, and

provided to me via email as we were working on the draft.

The Planetary Lines in this course can be produced and plotted on charts by hand using

either a printed or electronic ephemeris , or by using one of a couple software charting

programs . In Appendix F, we have provided references to these options, including an

online ephemeris created by NASA and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, which will allow

you to look up planetary positions, or to download the data into an Excel spreadsheet to

produc e Excel charts with Planetary Lines on your own. For those who lack the time or

technical capacity for either of these efforts, there are two other programs of which we

are aware, which have these tools already pre - programmed into them , including the

esse ntial offset calculation option, both of which are available through our website .
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The one we most highly recommend is Market Analyst 6 Astro Edition , which has the

most complete toolbox of Gann analytics and Astro tools of any piece of software that

we kno w of , and further has specific modules which provide complex functions and

calculations required by other courses which we publish. We recommend Market

Analyst because we have an ongoing relationship with them, through which they

provide custom designed tool packages for many of our technical courses , such as Dr.

Alexander Goulden’s  Behind The Veil  , as well as a real - time trading platform, like that

provided by TradeStation, so that going forward, we feel that this will be the most

comprehensive piece of software available to serve every trader’s ongoing needs.

Alternatively, if you do not think you will need tool modules for applications presented

in our other courses, and are not looking for a sof tware from which you can place trades

with your broker, but are just looking for something more affordable which will create

planetary lines for you, we also recommend Gannt rader 3.1 , which though not

providing the full range of options and modules availab le in Market Analyst , still

contains many useful Gann tools, and has a Planetary Line function which will produce

the lines as shown in this book. Ganntrader 3.1 is available for purchase on our website.

I sincerely hope you find the se new breakthroughs in Gann’s Price - Time methodologies

to be a critical tool in your trading arsenal. I know that I will never again place a trade

without integrating this essential insight into my analysis, and I have little doubt that

once you see their potential, you will feel the same way …

William Bradstreet Stewart

Institute of CosmoEconomics

Idyllwild, CA, August 2010
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PR EFACE

***Today is April 15, 2010 , and I am exiting my long position in the S&P500 in prep a ration to

enter a short position at what I think will be the top when the market reaches 1217. There are

many factors pushing me to monitor the market in order to enter at this point based upon both

time and price. I will now await my confirmation from the market. As soon as it hits 1216, I

will take a short position with a stop - loss around 1224 -1225. [Ed. note: Daniele sent me an

email on April 17 telling me about this trade. I watched as the market moved 5 days later to hit

1217.28, followed the next day by a final top of 1219.61 after which the market began a

downtrend , 8 days later experiencing the most precipitous crash in market history, supposedly

due to a trader or computer error of some kind , with the S&P falling almost 100 points from high

to low, and the Dow over 1000 points . Th e day after the drop he sent me a chart showing the

influence presented in thi s book which defined almost the exact bottom of the precipi tous fall. See

Chapter 5, last section, for the full detailed analysis.]

By studying this book you will be able to understand the why behind this trade . More

specifically, you will understand how and why I knew to enter this trade for a reaction

at exactly at this price.

I undertook this trade without subjective analysis, conflicting thoughts or doubts. I just

followed a fixed and precise rule. While I’m not absolutely certain whether the market

will fall or not from this point forward, by reading this book, you will be able to

understand that the probabilities are very high that the market will fall. By trading this
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signal, I risk a small loss with the expectation of a much higher gain. The benefit is well

worth the risk.

I am 27 years old, have been studying market analysis since the age of 17. I have read

many books - perhaps too many. There are truly very few texts that I can say have

provided me with significant added value. Now ten years later, in analyzing the reason

behind this difficulty, I think it is due t o the problem that there are just too many

undetermined variables. Many recommended trades result from too many crude or

poor rules and the margin of error is always too large. Different traders using these

same methods reach different conclusions. One example is moving averages. Utilizing

averages of 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50 , etc …, later on it appears that all play their part in the

market, that all work in some way . But when exactly is one to buy? When to sell?

Where to place a stop - loss that could provide the possibility for profits over time? I had

never been able to make a profit just utilizing just these tools , and consequently had to

find others for myself.

All of these difficulties result from the absence of truth. What is the true rationale for

which the market must make a move? What truly makes a top or a bottom happen in

the market? What are the real forces at play?

This book intends to show you the way to these answers, the way to succeed, to touch

upon an element of the truth.

The gre atest satisfaction in revealing my concepts is in the fact that a large part of the

work was born from the study of Sacred Texts. For example the majority of the

planetary cycles shown in this text were developed as a result of a deep analysis of the
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Bibl e. Once confronted with the evidence derived from decoding certain Bibl ical

passages and transforming them into astrological data, I now am firmly convinced that

one can discover important trading points through a study of the heavens. It is no

longer possible for me not to believe in this because I have proven to myself that it is so.

It is not mere chance that there a re 12 T ribes of Israel , 12 Disciples of Christ , and that

God created things as described in the Book of Genesis , though this is all rep resented in

a symbolic form . Genesis presents a large conceptual map. It is not mere happenstance

if life wanders around 900 years , and everything that seem s strange and impossible

from Bible stories is perhaps a clue that should make us reflect upon dee per questions,

when we learn to think in the symbolic manner that they were intended .

There are cutting - edge thinkers who have dealt with these themes, and even I needed

their help in developing the initial intuition which led to the i dea s presented in th is

course . I avidly recommend re ading texts which deal with these subject s, as there is

much to be learned from them that is rarely considered today .

To understand where to position the characters of the Bible on the Astrological wheel,

and to understand that , in truth , elements within The Bible represent the planets , and

that the characters’ age s indicate the cyc le of the planet they represent, was the key to

discovering certain cycles.

Moreover it is important to know that the use of logarithms is fundamental, at least for

my path of study, in order to individuate and understand what is meant by days,

months and years. In this manner I was able to identify points in the sky expressed by

the birth and death of the characters in the Bib le stories. Each single description, even
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the most insignificant, is often the key to understanding where things are to be found

on the astrological wheel. But let’s get back to our discussion …

Have you ever purchased a book that allowed you to make pro fits by following its

methods to the letter? There are very few, and it is my intent herein to add a book to

that exclusive list.

For this reason, precise future dates of expected market influence will be provided in

this book. This is s omething quite rare to find in most text s , for i n so doing, the author

exposes himself to a direct, future judgment by the reader. However, in studying these

pages you will understand that my exposure will be limited , in that I will propose

cycles which have persisted fo rever. Therefore, I do not see any reason why they

should not continue to work from today onwards. I do not have absolute mathematical

certainty that everything will happen as expected , but I do have a solid foundation

which allow s me to believe that I h ave a very high probability of success.

Books by the great masters have always fascinated me, and I think that this book could

bring a true and important added value for those who come into possession of it. I say

this with modesty as it will be up to you, the reader, to evaluate everything I present

here . However, I feel that I must say that , in my opinion, it could be classified as one of

the most revealing books ever written , in that it presents a practical tool for the simple

trader, while for the more advanced researcher, it provides a seed from which to ignite

the beginnings of immense research. By the end of this book, it will be impossible to

believe that the market’s movements are chaotic. Inherently, there is a Great Law

governing all the material aspects of life , and this same Law also determines the

rhythms of the market s.
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Lastly, I propose a new method for calculating time. It is an innovative and completely

revolu tionary method which will be able to help the researcher understand various

cyclical laws concerning time. Initially, it was not my intent ion to enter into an

explanation of this discovery because it is actually still in the development phase.

H owever, i n the enthusiasm of editing the book I decided to insert a sample of these

studies as further food for thought, which d evout researchers will no doubt elaborate

upon for themselves.

This will not be a book of many words, but of many examples. The rules a re as effective

as they are simple (even if they were rather difficult to find).

The book wa s written in absolute sincerity and in good faith. I wish with all my heart

that you find this transmission of consciousness useful, as it has kept me busy for ye ars

and has also often made me cry.

I hope that this is just the first of a long series of books that will bring about further

studies and new discoveries as I cont inue to advance in my research , such as my

current research involving the Death of Cycles, which I hope one day to be able to share

with you.

So at last, here we ar e, with the day of reawakening ever closer …

Sincerely,

Daniele Prandelli

Brescia, Italy , April 2010
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INTRODUCTION

In the autumn and winter of 1948, W. D. Gann hand charted the May 1949 Soybean

futures contract traded on the Chicago Board of Trade (shown above). Unlike much of

Gann’s work, this chart survived and is publicly available from numerous sources.

Many analys ts have commented on this chart and a number of them have cited Gann’s

use of planetary longitude in the chart, reproduced here .

W. D. Gann’s 1949 May Soybean Chart

In the same chart below, I have highlighted certain planetary lines and provided a color

key showing exactly what each of these lines represents .
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Keys

Jupiter Longitude Mars Longitude

270° Horizontal 240° Horizontal

255° Horizontal

W. D. Gann’s 1949 May Soybean Chart – Planetary Lines Colored

If you have been a devout student of Gann or other market forecasting techniques , you

will know that time is motion. Our clocks actually report the position of longitude

relative to the cycle of the earth’s daily rotation around its axis. Additio nally, we

measure the time interval called “ a year ” as the time it takes the Earth to make one

revolution around the Sun. The only other immediately measurable motion s to which

we can compare events are the movements of the other planets in the Solar System.

In that context, planetary motio n is measured in two dimensions: longitude and

latitude. For our purposes of calculating planetary motion, we are only going to use

longitude as measured in degrees , and I am also going t o translate degrees into price for
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multiple markets. Since very few markets have a price scale moving solely with in the

numeric range of 0 - 360 points, or 0° to 360° in our context , I will present the tools

needed to project motion in the form of degrees o nto any market with a wider price

range , thus actually providing the means to “square price and time ” by correlating

degrees of planetary motion to the price scale of any market . Many people who have

attempted to reproduce Gann’s planetary technique demon strated on this May

Soybeans Chart, which has a scale limited to within the 0- 360 price range , have failed

due to a lack of a practical degree/price conversion factor which will allow the same

technique to be reproduced on a chart of any price scale, such as the Dow Jones with a

scale that has reached as high as 14,000 points.

I will also show you how to identify the accurate degree cycle s of each market based

up on the exponents or inverse exponents of the number two (2). This will establish a

base cycle for a particular market. When the market approaches a primary price point,

in the way that Mars tracked the rise in Soybeans on Gann’s May Soybean chart until it

conjuncted with Jupiter just in to the sign of Capricorn (270°), you will see that the

market could not maintain the upward momentum after price crossed into Capricorn ,

and that during the horizontal topping pattern, price did not begin a steady decline

until it separated from both the Jupiter and Mars “planetary price lines.” In this course ,

I will reveal advances on Gann’s concepts that will provide you with much stronger

forecasting tools for both price and time.
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CHAPTER 1

INDISPENSIBLE VIRTUE

If there is one absolutely most indispensible virtue that every trader must learn , it is

Patience!!! If today I am not a millionaire, I can o nly blame it on my own biggest flaw,

that I lack patience. I beg you not to fall victim to my same mistake!!! If you do not

have signals or important indications which historically have brought you profits with

high percentages of probability, then DO NOT trade!!! I once heard that if one were to

have a method that worked 6 out of 10 times , then with good risk management, that

person would be come a millionaire. U nfortunately trading doesn’t work that way for

most, because they lack the patience and discipline to wait for those high probability

indications that will produce the returns that all tr aders desire . This course will help

you to determine these high probability opportunities, but it is up to you to develop the

patience to wait for them, and the discipline to follow good rules of risk management so

that when you are wrong you lose very li ttle, but when you are right, you can let your

profits accumulate. This is the indispensible virtue of successful trading.
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Fig. 3 -7: Gold from April 2008 to July 2010 – Jupiter Planetary Price Lines (0.5 ratio)

Saturn with 0 .5 ratio follows with obvious results.

Fig. 3 -8: Gold from April 2008 to July 2010 – Saturn Planetary Price Lines (0.5 ratio)

Chart by Ganntrader 3.1 Copyright 2009 by David Pitch

Chart by Ganntrader 3.1 Copyright 2009 by David Pitch
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Solar System With Most Important Planets for Market Time Studies

For our purposes, we will use divisions of the 360° of Heliocentric longitude. So for

instance, traditional astrology divides the circle into 12 equal parts of 30° each. We can

divide it into 24 parts of 15° each, and further, divide into 96 (12 x 8) parts to achieve

3°45’ segments. The crucial question when using planetary divisions is: WHERE TO

BEGIN? Always remember the words of the grand masters: You must know the exact

start point!
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the expected way! This particular date involved significant planetary energy

concentrated in the sp an of 2 days. I believe this daily anomaly combined with a very

negative close was the first vibration to alert us to the continued downtrend into the

next week.

Fig. 4 -55 : S&P 500 Index – Sun Me rcury Conjunctions

From July 2008 until July 2009 (Fig. 4 - 55 above), this a spect worked again. 6 out of 7

times the market fell in the days preceding the Conjunction day, and 5 of 7 times it

created a bottom at which to buy in order to make profits at th e upturn.

This simple information can definitely facilitate great trading profits. The projected

trade: Enter the market expecting downward movement in the days prior to the

conjunction and reverse position on the conjunction per the guidance provided above.

Chart by Ganntrader 3.1 Copyright 2009 by David Pitch
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136.75 + 180 = 316.75

+180 = 496.75

+180 = 676.75

+180 = 856.75

+180 = 1036.75

+180 = 1216.75

In this way we know that the price to monitor for a possible reversal is exactly 1216.75 !

Before we go further, let’s now take a look at how Pluto influenced the prices of the

S&P500 in the past, and explain how this extremely important information can help us

go ing forward . This secret provides an insight for trading that could be used in the

future, which in my opinion will allow large profits to be made:

Fig. 5 -22: S&P 500 Daily Chart Nov. 2007 – March 2010 - Pluto Price Lines (Ratio = 0.5)

Chart by Ganntrader 3.1 Copyright 2009 by David Pitch


